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   Hobbies 
play an 
important role 
in  people’s 
lives. They 
help people 
to develop 
skills and to 
spend time 
cheerfully. I 
have a lot of 
hobbies to 
which my 
project is 
devoted...

The maintenance:
1. A little about me
2.  My hobbies
⦿ Web-design & 

Photoshop
⦿ The Internet
⦿ Computers
⦿ Drawing
⦿ Anime and manga
⦿ Cosplay
⦿ Animals
⦿ Embroidery
⦿ Sports
⦿ Music
⦿ Photo
⦿ Languages



Hello. My name is Oksana, I am a person with different hobbies. I have a 
cat and some fish of which I like to take care. I have a lot of friends with 
whom I like to spend much time. I have my beloved parents who help me 
to realize my dreams. They buy everything for my playing music, drawing. 
Daddy helps me to master the guitar, mum has learnt me to knit. I have an 
uncle whose name is Ivan who helps me to understand computers, my 
grandmothers have learnt me to embroider . These works decorate walls 
of our apartment. But my most important assistant is patience...
 I have two cousins in Kurgan whom I often visit and love very much. I 
have my most loved little niece, it the daughter of one of my cousins (we 
are in the photo), I like to play with her very much.
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My hobbies
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One of my favorite hobbies is web design and Photoshop. I love to spend time in 
the wilds of the Internet, constantly creating and editing its sites and forums. I love 
to experiment with colors, structure and so on. I like sitting for hours in photoshop 
creating and editing icons, smiles, banners, epigraphs, avatars, wallpapers, 
pictures and much more for the forums. I find this the most favorite of all ...

Some of my works in Photoshop:
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   Internet is a physical basis for the World Wide Web. Often referred to as the Global Network,  or 
simply network. It is a union of autonomous chaotic systems, that does not guarantee the quality 
of communication, but provides good stability and independence of the system as a whole from 
the performance of any of its plot. 
   At the present time, when the word "Internet" is used in everyday life, most often refers to the 
World Wide Web and accessible information in it, not on its physical network. 
   World Wide Web along with personal computers form the technological basis for the 
development of the international concept of "World Information Society". 
  Since 2008 almost all secondary schools in Russia have been equipped with computers, with 
Internet access and basic software packages for teaching computer science, working with 
personal computers and the Internet.

Sample graphical representation of 
connections between networks 
Internet. Depicted only connection 
between the servers.

   For me the Internet  is passion, work and resources. 
   In fact I'm constantly working on sites and forums helping 
to make the appropriate style (design) or edit  (change or 
create icons, images, etc.). 
   Passion is the opposite, I love RPG communicate, to sit on 
the forums discussing my favorite topics, reading manga or 
watching anime online. It also gives me pleasure just to 
search anything for leisure: schemes for embroidery, 
images, videos and somewhat. 
   Internet also gives me a lot of different resources. For 
example: various articles on my favorite topics, information 
for reports for school, something new about music, movies, 
books, and much more. 
   But most of all Internet for me is a way to communicate 
with friends. I have many friends who live far away and it is 
difficult to visit them. But the distance for us does not mean 
anything if we can communicate and these thoughts give 
not only positive emotions but hope for a meeting ...
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The word computer is derived from English words to compute, computer, which is 
translated as "calculating", "computer" (the English word, in turn, comes from the 
Latin computo - «compute"). Originally, in English the word means an individual 
generating arithmetic involving or without the involvement of mechanical devices. 
In the future its value will be postponed to the machinery itself, but modern 
computers perform many tasks not connected directly to mathematics. 

New interpretation of the word computer appeared in 1897 in the Oxford English 
Dictionary. Its drafters were then understood as a mechanical computing device. 
In 1946, the dictionary additions added the meaning of digital analog and 
electronic computer.

Computers and programming is still one of my 
enthusiasm. I love programming and everything 
related to computers. My father and my uncle 
help me to master computers. He helps to 
understand  some difficulties that can happen 
repeatedly, helps to select the right programs and 
settings. I like to read different books about 
programming and building computers, I think it is 
very important and  this is the first step to 
professional programming, to which I am eager to 
...
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In my spare time I like  drawing. My only favorite technique is graphics. Basically I 
draw only with a pencil. Previously I  drew horses and other animals, but now I draw  
anime-people, it is  my favorite method in  drawing. I used to dream of becoming a 
graphic designer which is connected with the anime and manga ...
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I'm fond of not only drawing manga and anime, but also of watching them. I like to 
read manga in the evenings and watch anime during the day raising their spirits. 
My favorite anime are Bleach, Death Note, Naruto and many others ...

   Manga (manga 漫画, マンガ,) they are Japanese comics, sometimes called komikku (コミック). 
Manga, in the form in which it exists today, began to develop after the Second World War, was 
strongly influenced by the Western tradition, but has deep roots in earlier Japanese art. 
In Japan, manga is read by people of all ages, it was respected as a form of fine art, and as a 
literary phenomenon, so there are many works of all genres and for a variety of themes: adventure, 
romance, sports, history, humor, science fiction, horror, business druggies. In 1950 manga became 
a major branch of the Japanese publishing house. It became popular in the rest of the world, 
especially in the U.S.. Almost all of the manga is drawn and published in black and white, although 
there is color, for example. Screenplay adaptations may undergo some changes: soften, if any, the 
scene of clashes and fighting. An artist, drawing manga, called manga, often it is the same and 
the author of the script. If the script takes the individual, then this script is called gensakusya (or, 
more precisely, manga gensakusya). It happens that manga is created based on an existing 
anime or movie, for example, "Star Wars" or "Harry Potter". However, the culture of anime and otaku 
"would not have arisen without the manga  because few producers willing to invest time and 
money in the project, which has not proved his popularity will pay off in the form of comics.

   Anime (anime アニメ, from the English. Animation - animation) is Japanese animation. Unlike other 
countries, animation intended mainly for viewing children, most of the anime produced and 
designed for teen and adult audiences, and largely due to it has a high popularity in the world. 
Anime is different characteristic manner of rendering the characters and backgrounds. Published 
in the form of TV serials and films distributed on video  or in the cinema. Subjects can describe the 
set of characters, a variety of different places and eras, genres and styles. 
   The sources for the story anime series often are: Manga (Japanese comics), light novels  or 
computer games (usually in the genre of visual novel). When Screening graphical style and other 
features of the original are usually stored. Other sources such as classical literature works are used 
not so often. There is also an anime, with  original plot (in this case anime can serve as a source for 
the creation of a book and manga versions).
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Examples of my favorite anime:

“Black Butler”
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Well, I like to take part in various events, celebrations, festivals cosplay.Several 
times a month my friends and I met to discuss upcoming cosplay. That is: where 
and how to spend it, compose script and music, sew, or buy ready-made clothes 
...

   Cosplay (anime コス プレ kosupure, abbr. From the English. Costume play - «costume play") - a 
form of embodiment of the actions performed on the screen. Modern cosplay appeared in 
Japan among Japanese fans of anime and manga, so it is usually the main prototype of a 
manga, anime, video games, tokusatsu, or a historical film about samurai. Other prototypes 
may be j-rock/j-pop-gruppy, representatives of Visual Kei, etc. 
   Cosplay participants identify themselves with some character in similar clothes speaking the 
same style. During cosplay  role games are often played. The costumes are usually sewn on 
their own, but they can also be made in the studio or be ready-made (in Japan, for example, 
the business of production of costumes and accessories for cosplay is quite successful). 
   Cosplay is usually carried out at festivals, on the relevant parties and events devoted to the 
anime and manga culture. Major cosplay festivals are the "Manifesto" in St. Petersburg, "The 
Animatrix" in Moscow and Anime Festival "in Voronezh.
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   I love animals and zoology. My favorite animals are horses, cats (domestic and 
wild), dogs, wolves, and others. I really like the science of zoology, In my 
childhood I used to dream to be a vet, but considering some bad sides of this work 
(such as: causing  pain to the animals) I gave up that idea. I do not like to make 
pain to my best friends ...



My another hobby  is embroidery. When I have time I 
love to sit and design different pictures. But this is not a 
easy hobby, you need to determine the center 
correctly to have enough space. But there is a huge 
advantage. The finished work is the original décor item 
...
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RT Sport is my one more  passion. I enjoy different kinds of sport:  football,  volleyball 
and basketball, I love cycling, motorcycling and racing. But my most favorite sport 
is horse riding, probably it is because horses are my favorite animals ... When I 
have a chance, I always go to the local hippodrome, where I take a rented  horse 
and ride it. I’d like to take courses in a riding school ...

    Polo (born Polo) - a team sport with a ball, in which participants play on horseback, 
and move the ball across the field with a special stick. The goal is to hit the gates of rival 
most times. 
   The game originated some centuries ago among the nomadic peoples of Central 
Asia, has been spread to Persia since  6th century. The central square of Isfahan - 
Nahsh-e Jahan  was once the stadium polo directly under the windows of the Shah's 
palace. 
   The game was restored by the British army in India.  The team consists of 4 people. The 
size of the field is 300 yards in length, 150-160 yards n width (about 9 football fields). The 
ball is 3 ¼ inches,it weighs 4 ounces. Stick is traditionally made from bamboo specially 
grown for it. 
   The match consists of periods, called Chakka, the period lasts 7 minutes. The match, 
may consist of 4, 6 or 8 periods. The most popular variant is of the 6 periods. 
   It  is  most popular in Britain, the USA, India, Pakistan, Argentina and Australia. 

   Dressage - kind of equestrian sport, a riding school. During competitions in 
dressage rider and horse perform various elements of riding in a certain 
sequence they demonstrate the correct rack, side-bending of taking, Menke 
foot arcade, Piaffe, transitions from one gait to another, challenging turns and 
pirouettes. The complexity of elements depends on the level of riding. The rider 
must demonstrate a level of horse’s fitness, its athletic data and the ability to 
perform the correct and productive movement in all paces at various speeds, 
while maintaining the correct position of the body. In dressage amateur and 
professional can compete. Dressage is an Olympic sport.
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   Jumping (Fr. concours hippique - horse race) - competition for overcoming 
obstacles (from 6 to 18), passed on the jumping field. Jumping started in the middle 
of the 19th century in Belgium, then came toFrance and Italy. In Russia, the first 
contests was organized in 1889. Depending on the number of obstacles and their 
height jumping is divided into easy, medium, hard and advanced. Also jumping 
contests are divided into "optional", "to the first error", "hunting parkour", "the style, 
speed. 
   Jumper field, playground for the competition to overcome obstacles. It is not less 
than 40x75 meters, in a closed arena it can be at least 20x30 m. In summer they 
choose the site with soft soil and low grass cover. In winter with a shallow, 
hard-packed snow. Obstacles are set up so that they overcome without reducing the 
rate of field gallop on the turns. Start and finish are denoted by fastening to poles or 
with flags for samples  red for the right,  white for the left,  8 m from each other). For 
the panel of judges at one of the sides of the court  the platform with a bell, gong or 
electric bell is set.  Field radios are preferably to equip the platform or benches for 
spectators, they must be set in a convenient place for the review panel with the 
results of the competition. 

   Horse Racing is a kind of horses’ testing  for agility (speed), which results in the 
conclusion of the fitness for further breeding (use of the breed). It is important to 
understand that race are not kind of equestrian sports. 
   Races are held in different age categories. Thoroughbred horses begin to gallop 
at the age of eighteen months. The most important leap in the life of a horse is 
Derby (Derby or the Oaks) in which they take part at the  age of three. They run the 
classic distance of half a mile (2400 meters). 
   Typically, races are held on the racetrack. Often jumps are associated with 
gambling 
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   Basketball team sport with the ball. Basketball is played by two teams, each 
consisting of five players. The aim of each team is to throw the ball in a circle with a 
net (basket)  and prevent the other team of possessing the ball and throwing it in your 
cart. Shopping Cart (ring net) is located at a height of 3.05 meters from the floor . 5  
players of ach team are on the field (a team has 12 players, the replacement is not 
limited). A free throw is estimated at one point. The standard size of a basketball court 
is 28 meters long and 15 meters in width. Basketball is one of the most popular sports in 
the world. 

   Volleyball is a kind of  team sport in which two teams compete on a special pad 
divided by the net. 
   Volleyball is the combination  where each player has a strict special place. The 
most important qualities for players are high rising over the net, reaction, 
coordination, physical strength to effectively work attacking strokes. 
   For volleyball fans it is  a common way of entertainment and recreation due to the 
simplicity of the rules and the availability of inventory. 
   There are numerous options for Volleyball, branched off from the main form - Beach 
Volleyball (Olympic appearance since 1996), mini-volleyball, pionerball, park 
Volleyball (FIVB approved by Congress in November 1998 in Tokyo).
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   As you can see music is  also one of my favorite hobbies. 
   Most of my favorite genres are Japanese-rock, hard(emo)-core, gothic-rock, screamo and 
hard rock.
   In my spare time I  played the guitar and drums in a musical group. But when the guys entered  
universities, the group disbanded. We played purely for ourselves, not for the glory of the 
audience. We do not like the glory, we just love the idea of rock ...

   J-Rock (manga ジェイ ロック - jeirokku Japanese rock) is a 
generalization of the name for the directions of rock  popular  in 
Japan. Often it’s confused with Visual key, which is false, 
because the second is a subgenre of the first. Often used to 
refer to all areas of rock in Japan in general, but sometimes it is 
also a popular designations of J-metal, J-punk J-ska, and for the 
Japanese groups of data lines.

   Gothic rock is a musical genre that is a subgenre of 
alternative rock. The first musical bands playing in this 
genre have been closely associated with the British 
punk-rock and post-punk. In the early 1980's the genre 
became a separate direction. In music, dominate  dark 
themes and intellectual trends such as romanticism, 
nihilism, and the gothic tendency in art in modern times. 
Gothic Rock became the basis for the Gothic subculture, 
which was considerably expanded  later.
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   Hard Rock is a genre of rock music characterized by the central role of a solo 
guitarist and songs, based on riffs. From hard rock to the mid 70 branched off heavy 
metal, having started the whole "metal" music. The term "hard rock" is sometimes also 
used as hyperons for "serious" genres like heavy metal, grunge, etc., in order to 
distinguish them from pop-rock.
    Due to specifically played electric guitar some effects such as distortion and 
overdrive) are reached 

Emo-core:
• Screaming and screaming  welcome to the splitting of false vocal cords in the styles of music as 
black metal, grindcore, death metal, metalcore, emokor, deathcore. It can be described as a 
cry, or rather the hoarse cry of a very high tessitura (high-pitched cry). There usually sing male 
screaming vocalists , but there are exceptions.
• Make-up a kind of screaming, which sounded more hoarse and lower, closer to growl, more 
relaxed than the typical screaming, and without hysteria. It reminds reading gloomy spells and 
iscreated exclusively wheezing ligaments. It is used mainly in Black and dark metal.
• Shray (k) is a  kind of screaming, which is a hysterical  long howl, which resembles a wolf. It is 
used in depressive black metal.
• Screamo is a kind of extreme vocals, used in such styles as emokor, screamo, emo-vayolens. 
Sounds are like a hysterical cry . By extraction technique has nothing to do with screaming. It’s 
done on the vocal cords, through the "falsetto shriek.
• Harsh (from the English. Harsh - «hoarse") - a version of screamo, used in such styles as melodic 
death metal and metalcore.

   Hardcore - the musical genre emerged in the U.S. and Britain in the late 1970's 
as a result of separation from the punk-rock. The sounds of   the songs reflect 
personal freedom, anarchy, politics, social aspects, straight-edge, veganism, 
violence, pacifism. Hardcore has had a significant impact on the development of 
heavy music 1980's and 1990's.



30 Seconds to Mars -  
most beloved of all 

groups
Nevada Tan

Killerpilze
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Slipknot

Origami

Tokio HotelSlot

LUMEN
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   I love taking photos. I love to 
photograph different moments 
and landscapes. In every detail I 
can see something special ...

Here I saw the valley ... Photos 
taken on the way to Loo through 

the window of the train.

Here, I photographed lighthouse in the 
port of Sochi. I liked it in its solitude, it 

clearly represents my life, full of 
loneliness ...

A dry river valley, which 
turned into many small 

rivers.
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   I like learning different languages. My 
most favorite languages are German, 
English and Japanese. After school I 
usually spend several hours on 
languages. I like to take part in various 
competitions. In the future I want to go 
to England, Germany and Japan. I 
want to become acquainted with the 
traditions and to learn languages 
better. It's a great possibility to practice!


